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Apple is rumored to be working on Tile-like Bluetooth trackers that can be ... Rumored Tile-Like Bluetooth Tracker May Be
Called 'AirTag'" first .... It looks like Apple's often-rumoured 'AirTag' is set to launch by the third quarter of 2020. ... Apple's
Tile-like Bluetooth tracker will reportedly be used to locate objects in the ... This chip, which is featured in the iPhone 11 series,
would allow the ... Twitter testing an Instagram Story-like feature called 'Fleets'.. Extensive evidence points to Apple launching
an AirTag tile that will work with the Find My app so you can keep track of important items and find them when they are lost.
... It will work something like this: ... AirTag (or whatever it will be called) will transmit its location using this low power form
of Bluetooth .... Apple has been rumored to be launching a tile-like item tracker for months, now with the release of iOS 13.2 it
is confirmed that the device will be.. Apple first debuted iBeacon, an implementation of Bluetooth low-energy ... The possible
Tile competitors could be called AirTags, according to ... This isn't confirmation of the tracker tags, but it appears like Apple is
laying the .... Apple is expected to release the iPhone 12, the Apple Watch Series 6, ... the rumored iPhone 12, a new iPad Pro,
an Apple Watch that can track ... The device would be similar to the Bluetooth tracker Tile, and would ... The earlier reports
also suggest that the device could be called AirTags, and it may even .... Here is everything that you need to know about Apple
AirTags. ... on some type of Bluetooth-like tracking device that would compete directly with Tile. Per the latest information we
have, they'll likely be called AirTags. ... Unlike other Apple rumors, most of the current information we have about AirTags
was .... Apple is rumored to be working on Tile-like Bluetooth trackers that can ... Apple's Rumored Tile-Like Bluetooth
Tracker May Be Called 'AirTag' ...

Apple wants to kill Tile, the popular tracker that attaches to items in order to track their physical location over Bluetooth or via
crowdsourcing. ... referring to Apple's trackers as "AirTags", although they've also been called "Apple Tags". ... However, Apple
could announce them even earlier, like at WWDC.. Apple's Rumored Tile-Like Bluetooth Tracker May Be Called 'AirTag' ... I
am hoping that this week is like what they did earlier in the year where they released .... Apple may release AirTags this year, a
small tracker that you could use to ... Apple may be planning to launch a new product called 'AirTags' that would help you find
lost items like ... A Tile tracker, not Apple's rumored product.. If the rumors are to be believed, Apple is working on a new
accessory called the AirTags. ... These are essentially a competitor to Tile, a Bluetooth-like tracker that can be attached to all
manner of objects to help users keep .... Apple is working on a Tile-like Bluetooth tracking device that's designed ... Apple's
Rumored Tile-Like Bluetooth Tracker May Be Called 'AirTag' .... Apple has been rumored to be launching a Tile-like item
tracker for months now, and it appears the device could be named AirTag. ... 9to5Mac notes that the AirTag references in iOS
13.2 simply include placeholder images of AirPods, but that Apple can update these images remotely.. Apple's Rumored Tile-
Like Bluetooth Tracker May Be Called 'AirTag' #applenews #applenewsletter #news #viraldevi pinned from October 29 2019 at
12:55AM.. It was rumored pretty heavily before Apple's September event (where it introduced the iPhone 11 and iPhone 11
Pro) that the company would .... Apple is working on creating its own Bluetooth tracker, similar to Tile. Reportedly called
“AirTags,” the devices are expected to be small round .... Apple is developing AirTags item trackers, allowing you to locate real-
world ... For those unfamiliar, Tile is a popular third-party Bluetooth item tracker. ... For instance, you could attach a Tile Pro to
your keys, and use the app to ... in iOS 13.2 that indicates Apple plans to call its Tile-like item trackers “AirTags.. APPLE may
be working on a top-secret new "tracker tag" that lets you ... A company called Tile already offers similar tracker tags ... and a
high-end Bluetooth headphone," wrote Kuo in a research note ... New gadgets are generally more likely to launch at the March
event, so the rumoured AirTags could be .... Apple's much-rumored tracker accessory to rival Tile may be named 'AirTag',
found within the latest version of iOS 13.2.
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